Author/Artist: Poore, Henry Rankin, 1859-1940.
Title: The new tendency in art; post impressionism, cubism, futurism, by Henry R. Poore.
Publisher/Date: Garden City, N. Y., Doubleday, Page & Company, 1913.
Description: ix, 60 p., 1 l. front., plates. 20 cm.

Location | Call Number | Vol./Copy | Status Information
---------|-------------|-----------|-------------------
Brooklyn Stacks | N165 .P79n | | AVAILABLE
MoMA Queens Stacks | N70 .P6 1913 | | AVAILABLE

LC subject: Post-impressionism (Art)
Cubism
Futurism (Art)

WorldCat no: 896974
Author: Lolié, Frédéric, 1856-1915
Title: Femmes du second empire. English

Women of the second empire [electronic resource] : chronicles of the court of Napoleon III / compiled from unpublished documents by Frédéric Lolié ; translated by Alice M. Ivimy ; with an introduction by Richard Whiteing ; and fifty-one portraits, three in photogravure

Imprint: London ; New York : J. Lane, 1907

Description: xxxi, 371 p. : ill., ports
Note: Includes index
Available from: Internet Archive (PDF, b/w PDF, EPUB, Kindle, Daisy, full text, DjVu files) ; Google Books (online) ; Hathitrust Digital Library (online, PDF)
Translation of: Les femmes du second empire (papiers intimes)

Reproduction: Electronic reproduction. [2007]
Note: Description based on print version record

Subject: Napoleon III, Emperor of the French, 1808-1873 -- Relations with courts and courtiers
Woman -- France -- Biography
France -- Court and courtiers -- History -- 19th century
France -- History -- Second Empire, 1852-1870

Author: Ivimy, Alice M, Translator.

LOCATION: COLGATE Network
CALL NO. - Click to browse shelf: DC280.4 .L6813 1907eb
OTHER INFO. STATUS: AVAILABLE

Links:
- Connect to Internet Archive
- Connect to Google Books
- Connect to Hathi Trust
Hathi Record in Local Catalog

---

**KentLINK Library Catalog**

**Libraries | Research | Journal Finder | E-books | Help**

**New Materials | Hot Topics | My Library Account**

---

**Start over**  **Add to Folder**  **HARC Display**  **amazon.com**  **Another Search**  **OHIOLINK Central**

---

**SEARCH HISTORY**

---

**TITLE**

secret garden

---

**Author**

Burnett, Frances Hodgson, 1849-1924

**Title**

The secret garden [electronic resource] / by Frances Hodgson Burnett

**Publisher Info**

New York : Frederick A. Stokes company, [1911]

---

**Limit results to available items**

---

**Connect to resource.**

---

**Full Record**  **Find Similar Items**  **Permalink**  **Add to RefWorks**  **Printer-friendly**

---

**Location**

Online Resource

---

**Description**

4 p. L., 375 p. col. front., col. plates. 20 cm

---

**Systems Note**

Mode of access: Internet

---

**Local Note**

grad: Copy 2: Second edition

---

**Isbn/Std #**

(RLIN)MIUG86-B74777
(CaOTULAS)160438742
(OCoLC)ocm01289609

---

**LCCN**

11021580

---

**OCLC #**

1MIU000587708

---

**Author**

Burnett, Frances Hodgson, 1849-1924

---

**Other Titles**

Hathi Trust collection ; MIU000587708
Author: Burnett, Frances Hodgson, 1849-1924
Title: The secret garden [electronic resource] / by Frances Hodgson Burnett
Publish Info: New York : Frederick A. Stokes company, [1911]

Online Access: Connect to resource.

Library Holdings:
- Kent State U: Online Resource

Description: 4 p. L., 375 p. col. front., col. plates. 20 cm
Note: Mode of access: Internet
Other Titles: Hathi Trust collection ; MIU000587708
LC NO: P27
OCLC #: 1MIU000587708
LCCN: 11021580
Discovery Layer

The library OPAC meets Web 2.0!

About Features Events Downloads Documentation Roadmap Support

You are here: site » book_previews

Book Previews

VuFind is able to fetch previews for books contained in Google Book Service, HathiTrust and the Open Library. These previews are displayed in results pages and on individual record pages. Lookups are made asynchronously using OCLC, LCCN and ISBN numbers. Administrators can choose to enable one or all of these providers by modifying the “previews” line in config.ini.

Table of Contents

- Book Previews
  - Branding Issues
  - Controlling Which Previews Display
  - Security Issues
Discovery Layer

Search: secret garden

Books & more

1. **The Secret garden : an anthology in the Kabbalah**
   - Published 1976
   - Location: Level A, Asilo 11A

2. **The secret garden**
   - By Burnett, Frances Hodgson, 1849-1924. Published 1987
   - Location: Annex Hay P1214 .S5 1987

3. **The garden of secrets : as written down**
   - By Gyotiso, Juan. Published 2002

Articles & more

1. **Secret Garden**
   - By Bowles, Hamish
   - Published in Vogue (01/2012)
   - "...Byline: PHOTOGRAPHED BY CHRISTOPHER BAKER. SECRET GARDEN AIDED BY KINDRED SPIRITS, CATIE MARRON SUBTLY TRANSFORMED A CENTURY-OLD SOUTHAMPTON ESTATE..."

2. **Secret Garden**
   - By Hamish Bowles
   - Published in Vogue (01/2012)
   - "...SECRET GARDEN AIDED BY KINDRED SPIRITS, CATIE MARRON SUBTLY TRANSFORMED A CENTURY-OLD SOUTHAMPTON ESTATE INTO AN OTHERWORLDLY RETREAT: HAMISH BOWLES PEEKS..."
Discovery Layer
Can authenticated users access my library's online services?

WorldCat.org users who are on an authenticated Web connection may see links to your online services in "local services" zone that is prominently featured within the detailed record. Options to view the item online, check for electronic resources or full text leads to your subscription information services that have WorldCat integration—or content available from sources such as OAIster, Hathi Trust, Internet Archive and others.

Possible links might include:

- FirstSearch databases
- Resource sharing
- Document delivery
- Full text
- OpenURL resolvers

These links for "recognized" users reflect the services you have identified within your institutional profile in the WorldCat Registry.
Questions I Still Have

- Scope of access - partner vs. consortia
  - Different record sets and access levels?
- Linking vs. Searching content - goal
- If linking - local file vs. api, custom data set
- Ongoing updates (in any scenario)
- Do they ever lose content? How fast are they growing? Records from Serials Solutions?